OHA Canada for English Language Learners
WELCOME  欢迎  ЖЕЛАННЫЙ  TERVETULOA
WITAMY  어서 오십시오  HERZLICH WILLKOMMEN

GUESS MY SPORT!
Use your knowledge of English vocabulary to guess what sport is being discussed!

1.

We didn't make the touchdown because of the interception. _______________________

2.

I got every rebound this evening. They couldn't jump higher than me! _______________

3.

That goal was not offside. There were two defenders near the goal. ________________

4.

10.1 seconds is my best time of the year - but there was a breeze behind me. ____________

5.

He’s a beginner, so he started on the bunny slope. _______________

6.

The climb up to the summit was difficult and my puncture didn't help. ______________

7.

Sitting by a lake for hours doesn't sound interesting, but I love it! ________________

8.

I didn't use my whip - I think he was very tired near the end. ______________

9.

That was an amazing tube, but I nearly lost my board at the break! ________________

10. From that rough, I had no chance of getting the ball near the green. _________________
11. My toe touched the rubber strip before the pit, so my jump didn’t count. _________________
12. I lost without playing a shot! He put the black in from the break! ___________________
13. I didn’t think I could go all ten rounds, but I made it! _________________
14. Her double lutz was great, but the triple axel was amazing. ___________________
15. I drew back crooked and missed the bullseye. _________________
16. We had a slow pit stop and that cost us at least five seconds. ___________________

1. American football
2. Basketball
3. Soccer
4. Track (100 metres) Skiing
5. Skiing
6. Cycling
7. Fishing
8. Horse racing
9. Surfing
10. Golf
11. Long jump

12. Pool (billiards)
13. Boxing
14. Figure skating
15. Archery
16. Auto racing
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